
About the Game
“Diamonds are a girl’s best friend…” You’ve probably heard the famous saying before. It’s time to dispel the stereotype! Four Lucky
Diamonds by BGaming is created to excite every player. Spinning the sparkling reels full of colourful gem symbols, you will have a lot
of chances for brilliant winnings! Collect the entire set of diamonds to feel the magic of luxury and richness!

How to play
The game features win lines. Сhoose the bet size using the buttons in Total bet field. Higher bets will increase a total win. The bet value
chosen is displayed in the corresponding field. To start the reels spinning, click the Spin button.

Autoplay
Click the Auto spins settings (A) button to choose the number of rounds to auto play. Autoplay starts when you click the number of
rounds and Autoplay button shows the amount of remaining spins.

You can choose additional settings for the Stop of auto spins:

on any win - autospin will stop after you win
if single win exceeds - autospin will stop when a single win is above the written sum in the field
if cash balance increases by - autospin will stop when the current balance is above the sum written in this field
If cash balance decreases by - autospin will stop when the current balance is below the sum written in this field

To stop the spins click Stop Autospins button

Features
Wild Symbol substitutes any symbol in a line to complete a winning combination. Available during the bonus round only.

Lucky Spins. Four playable reels become available in case the wins in the main game reach the fourfold size of the bet (or higher).

Stacked Wild. Available only in the bonus round. Can appear on the 3rd central reel. Stacked wild helps to complete winning
combinations by substituting other symbols on the reels, increasing chances of winning.

Replicate Stacked Wild. If stacked wilds appear on one of the 4 bonus reels, they are duplicated on the subsequent reels.

Bonus round
The bonus starts when the player has a win over x4 the size of the bet. The main game window switches to the 4-reel window: the mini
version of the reels from the main game. The reels are distinguished by a set of symbols: in the bonus round, the wild symbol may
appear on the reels, in comparison to the main game.

The infoline in the bonus round shows the Winnings and they are displayed continuously during the bonus round.

Autospins - the possible number of autospins varies. The number of auto spins is calculated according to the winnings and the bet (how
many spins per bet can be made). By clicking the auto spins button - the reels start spinning.

Betting - The bet value (minimum) is equal to the bet from the main game x4. The balance remains unchanged throughout the round.

In the beginning of the bonus round the Winning field displays the win in the main game. During the entire bonus, this field displays the
winnings throughout the round.

The Lucky bet field displays the bet (x4 from the main game). If the win amount allows - the bet can be increased by the player.

By clicking on Spin: the value of Winning field decreases by value of the bet ( in the Lucky bet field). The Winning field increases by
the winning amount from the current spin. The number of available spins in the bonus round is limited by the amount in the winnings
field and the maximum number of spins in the bonus round = 50.

When the limit is over (quantitative or monetary) or the Collect button is pushed - the player returns to the main game. The win from the
winnings field (if any) is added to the Balance field.

Spin Results
If a winning combination is formed along any active payline, it will become animated and the win amount is displayed in the Total Win



field.

Wins can be counted from any (not necessarily the first) reel.
Wins are calculated on lines on all adjacent symbols.
Payouts are made according to the paytable.
Note that only the highest win is paid on each of the active paylines.

To learn the game payouts, click the Information (I) button and choose the Payments button.

Settings
The setting button opens a panel with game speed and volume settings.

Quick spin - the speed of spinning reels increases
Spacebar to spin ( can be used instead of clicking the Spin button)

Here also are sound effects and background music settings:

Volume adjustment, including its complete turn off
Turning the music (using checkmark)
Turning the sound effects (using checkmark)
To play in the left hand mode on mobile devices, put the corresponding checkmark in the settings.

Return to Player
The overall theoretical Return to Player (RTP) is 94%.

RNG
The game is based on a certified random number generator. For more information, visit https://www.bgaming.com/.

Additional information
Malfunction voids all plays and pays! All unfinished rounds will be terminated every other day. If the game requires “Collect” -
“Collect” will take place and the win from the round will be added to the player balance. If the game requires action from a player, the
result is counted assuming that the player has chosen the action with no risk without raising the initial bet. This is the game rule version
1.0, dated February 12, 2021.

The Game Rules as published on this website are in English. Translations into other languages are provided as a service in good faith. In
the event of ambiguity between an English version and a translation, the English version always retains priority.
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